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What is nanoHUB?
Online simulation… …and more!
Demo
Demo >>
Who’s using nanoHUB?
5.5 million hits last month
85,184 users last 12 months
374,527 simulation jobs last 12 months
51 of the Top 50 Engineering Schools
14% of all .edu domains
40% in US
60% from 172 countries
Who’s using nanoHUB?
Strong growth
Added 
seminars, tutorials, 
courses, etc.
Interactive tools
Online simulation… …and more!
Google Scholar
finds 434 citations to nanoHUB
265 Citations
265 Citations… Who?
common
author
NCN
40%
Others
60%
265 Citations… Cited for what?
Research 213 80%
Res/Edu 9 3%
Education 12 5%
Cyberinfr 31 12%
265 Citations… Examples
Experimentalist
Akiko Ohata
IMEP Minatec, France
Electrical characteristics related 
to silicon film thickness in 
advanced FD SOI–MOSFETs
Ultra-thin fully-depleted SOI 
MOSFETs: Special charge 
properties and coupling effects
Analysis of Scaling Strategies for 
Sub-30 nm Double-Gate SOI
N-MOSFETs
Device Physicist
Enrico Sangiorgi
University of Bologna, Italy
Scaling the High-Performance 
Double-Gate SOI MOSFET down 
to 32 nm Technology Node with 
SiO/sub2/-based Gate Stacks
Downloading is Dead
Schred:  80 Citations
366 Users
Last 12 months
Rappture version Feb 06
• Same behavior across all similar converted tools 
• User’s don’t have to download/install software
August 2006 - April 2007:
26 tools / 3,327 simulations
• 47 simulations: bandstructure lab
• 240 simulations: FETtoy
• 2,855 simulations: nanowire
• 8,242 nanowire CPU hours
• “and more” content
134 items, 52 hours
• 96 support tickets
69 entered manually, 
27 filed automatically by application
Saumitra Mehrotra
Univ. of Cincinnati
IEEE Workshop on Microelectronics and 
Electron Devices (WMED), April 20 2007
Community Contributions
Cyberinfrastructure for 
Developing Tools
Tool
Developer
End User
Registered
Created
Uploaded
Installed
Approved
Published
Web-based
Publishing
System
Rappture Toolkit
Scientist
• Created by NCN in Nov 2004
• Create standard desktop apps
• Works with your favorite
programming language
• Open Source
• Online at http://rappture.org
Rappture
=
Simulation
Code
Over 125 tools online!
and 90 more coming soon
A New Way of Publishing
Support one another
• Questions & Answers
• Ratings and Feedback
Upload your own
• Presentations
• Tools
